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ABSTRACT
The ancient library at Alexandria,
Egypt became a unique institution,
influenced by Aristotle’s school in
Athens and the Greek model of
learning. The institution consisted
of a museum, which functioned
as a learning center, and a library
collection. The Library grew
under the generous patronage
of the Ptolemies and became
a thriving center for learning
and scholarship. The Christian
academic library shares some
important similarities, but its
starting point for knowledge is
quite different.

In the year 331 BC, Alexander the Great stood
with some of his generals and advisors in a
small fishing village on the Nile delta called
Rhakotis. Here Alexander decided to found a
new city and name it after his favorite person,
himself (Whitehouse, 2004). Those with him
had no chalk to sketch the borders and roads,
so they trailed a thin line of barley flour from
sacks. When birds descended from everywhere
to consume the meal, Alexander thought this
was a bad omen. Not so, his advisors said. Like
the flour to the birds, Alexandria will one day
be a feeder and nurse to the world (Pollard &
Reid, 2006, p. 3). And they were correct.

were well decorated with paintings and statues.
The Museum had plenty of covered walking
areas for scholars to stroll and converse. This
arrangement should not be surprising, as
Demetrius was very influenced by Aristotle,
whose followers were nicknamed ‘peripatetics’
(walkers), because of their love of walking
while thinking and conversing (Delia, 1992,
p. 1450), or possibly because of their school’s
covered walking hall (Peripatetic School, 1999).
The Library held the collection, which was
dispersed through several wings and porticos
according to different disciplines (Delia, 1992,
pp. 1458-1459; MacLeod, 2004, p. 4).

The Library at Alexandria

The Growth and Development
of the Library

When Alexander died eight years later,
Ptolemy, one of his celebrated generals, was
able to secure the part of Alexander’s empire
that included Egypt. He reigned as Ptolemy
I (Soter) and he invited his friend Demetrius
of Phaleron to create the best library in the
world in Alexandria. Or did his friend suggest
that idea to Ptolemy? Either way, both of them
deserve the credit for the Library at Alexandria
in the early 300’s BC. Demetrius had fled from
a Greece that did not want him, and as the
new library director, it was his goal to build a
library that would rival even Athens. Demetrius
had been a student of Aristotle, and later his
successor and director of Aristotle’s school
known as the Lyceum(Brush, 2000; Delia,
1992, p. 1449; MacLeod, 2004, p. 2). Hence,
the new library in Alexandria was destined to
be more than a collection, it would serve as a
teaching and learning institution.
There were two parts of this new institution, a
Museum (dedicated to the 9 muses, who were
divine female patrons and promoters of the
arts), and the Library collection (Delia, 1992,
pp. 1449-1450). The Museum seems to have
served as the educational wing of the Library,
with classrooms and study centers, even a
communal dining hall. The walls and hallways
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There is plenty of drama concerning the
Library, according to the ancient sources. By
the time of Ptolemy III, Alexandria required
every trading ship in their docks to turn over
their scrolls and books for copying. More
often than not, the owners received the
copies back, not the originals. Athens made
the mistake of doing inter-library loan with
Alexandria (pressured by a threat to cut off
grain shipments), and received only copies
back of some of their best texts. Through an
aggressive campaign of confiscation, purchase,
and copying, the Library allegedly grew to
approximately 500,000 to 700,000 scrolls
(Brush, 2000; Delia, 1992, p. 1457; MacLeod,
2004, pp. 4-5).
When Alexandria learned that Pergamum was
seeking to rival their Library, they stopped
exporting papyri to cut off their supply.
The lack of papyri caused translators and
scholars to find something else to write on.
They came up with cured animal skins made
into thin parchment. This type of carrier for
words stacked instead of rolled, and so the
book became popular (Delia, 1992, p. 1457;
MacLeod, 2004, p. 5).

The library directors were scholars themselves,
appointed by the king. They also served as
the official royal tutors (MacLeod, 2004, p. 4).
The librarians eventually established special
subject collections in different places around
the city (branch libraries of a sort), such as
the Serapeion in the temple of Serapis, which
held over 40,000 titles (Brush, 2000; MacLeod,
2004, p. 5).
The Library drew in copies of the written
literature of the past and present from all
over the Mediterranean, the Near East, and
Mesopotamia, and upon all available subjects.
This probably was the first library to be
so eclectic in scope (MacLeod, 2004, p. 3).
Written in dozens of languages, including
Sanskrit, these documents were translated into
Alexandrian Greek (Brush, 2000).
This feat was admirable enough, but the
Library accomplished so much more than
creating a multi-disciplinary collection in
Greek. The Alexandrian librarians wanted the
collection to attract scholars from all over the
world, and for those scholars to not only access
this knowledge, but to create new knowledge
there on site. MacLeod (2004) writes that the
Museum/Library was “part ‘think-tank’, part
graduate school; part observatory and part
laboratory” (p. 7). However, this was not a
public library for the masses. The collection and
facilities were intended for use by scholars and
teachers only, with up to 100 of them at a time
assembling there. Sometimes these scholars
studied alone, but often they formed learning
and research teams in various disciplines, such
as mathematics, medicine, literature, physics,
philosophy, zoology, geography, astronomy, and
poetry (MacLeod, 2004, p. 3).
By the time of Ptolemy II, there were resident
scholars (perhaps around 30 in number) who
enjoyed tax-exempt status, and free room and
board in the city (Brush, 2000; Delia, 1992,
p. 1452). They sometimes taught classes, and
under Ptolemy V (205-180 BC) implemented
impressive outreach strategies, including games,
festivals and literary competitions (MacLeod,
2004, p. 4).

Here in Alexandria, Euclid wrote many of his
books on geometry. Eratosthenes of Cyrene
(one of the library directors) believed the
oceans were connected, that Africa could be
circumnavigated, and that the earth was round.
His calendar was adopted by Julius Caesar (my
wife suspects that retrieving overdue scroll
fines was the real motive behind Eratosthenes’
calendar). Eratosthenes’ estimation of the earth’s
circumference erred by only 50 miles. Perhaps
here the Jewish Scriptures were translated
from Hebrew to Greek (the Septuagint).
Here Archimedes invented his famous screwshaped water pump, created the discipline of
hydrostatics, and worked with calculating area
and volume. Ptolemy wrote the Almagest on
the nature of the universe. Alexandria had
become the intellectual capital of the world,
and central to this was the Library (MacLeod,
2004, pp. 2-6; Whitehouse, 2004).
The Uniqueness of the
Alexandrian Library
The development and structure of the
Alexandrian Library can be contrasted with
the ancient Roman libraries, which served
as repositories of their own Greek and Latin
literature, though Tiberius (r. AD 14-37) made
sure the library administrators were scholars as
well (Houston, 2008, pp. 259-260). Again, the
uniqueness of the Alexandrian Library stems
from the influence of Aristotle’s Lyceum and
their educational model, which added the
museum to the library collection (Peripatetic
School, 1997).
The invoking of the nine muses is of importance
when contemplating the Alexandrian Library.
As daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne (the
goddess of memory), Calliope and her eight
sisters became known as the muses, and not
only presided over the arts, but over learning in
general (Baker, 2008).The muses were invoked
by artists and scholars throughout the ancient
world for inspiration, imagination, and creative
fire. Hence, the integration of the Museum
with the Library resulted in what MacLeod
calls “an industry of knowledge” (2004, p. 3).

Alexandria

had become the
intellectual capital
of the world and
central to this was
the Library.
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Like the scholars

and librarians of
ancient Alexandria,
we believe the quest
for learning and
knowledge is both
sacred activity and
rigorous intellectual
challenge.

While Aristotle and Plato (and their successors)
organized and ran schools after this model, the
Alexandrian Library was able to implement
this on a much more grand scale due to the
generous patronage of the Ptolemies. In
addition, was the Hellenistic appreciation for
all knowledge, not just Greek and Roman.
Alexandria was ideally located between East
and West and became a place where the ideas
of the world were thrown together. The
Library/Museum institution at Alexandria
stood unique in the ancient world.
For the Christian librarian it is worth
pondering whether any Books from the New
Testament, or early writings of the Church,
were collected in the Alexandrian Library.
Perhaps there were writings in the collection
from as late as Clement of Alexandria (c.
150 – c. 215), Origen (c. 185 – 254), or even
Athanasius (c. 293 – 373), all of whom spent
considerable time in Alexandria.The tolerance
for Christian writings (representing an illegal
cult in Rome until A.D. 311) would depend
upon the legal culture of Alexandria at the
time, and how free-spirited the library directors
functioned concerning their acquisitions.
It may be that the librarians included some
Christian writings with a view toward scholars
disputing them.
The Discovery of the
Alexandrian Library
Until very recently, there were two unsolved
mysteries concerning the Library, namely, what
happened to it, and where in Alexandria it was
located. Egyptian and Polish archaeologists
announced to the world in May 2004 that
they had finally found the ancient site of the
Library and Museum.They were also surprised
by the 13 large classrooms there, enough to
hold up to 5,000 students (Whitehouse, 2004).
This corroborates our understanding that this
was indeed a learning center.
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The Demise of the Alexandrian Library
As to the second mystery, the destruction of
the library, scholars are still guessing. Was it
Julius Caesar, who in 47 BC captured the city,
and set fire to the Egyptian ships and docks?
We know that the winds fanned the flames
so that part of the city was destroyed, and
some ancient witnesses date the demise of the
Library here, though there seems to be more
evidence that the library continued beyond
that time (MacLeod, 2004, p. 1). Or did the
Library end with the many attacks and riots
Alexandria suffered in the 2nd through the 7th
centuries? (Brush, 2000; Delia, 1992, pp. 14601464; MacLeod, 2004, pp. 8-9). It is surprising
that with such a notable institution, we cannot
confidently date the end. Certainly in this
case, the old aphorism that ‘the pen is mightier
than the sword’ proved untrue (Delia, 1992,
p. 1467). Whatever the cause(s) of the end
of the Library and Museum, we cannot help
but wonder at, and mourn for, all the ancient
knowledge which have been lost.
The Alexandrian Library and
Today’s Library
Perhaps, if we could personify the Alexandrian
Library, she would be happy to know that the
21st century library continues her vision. Of
course, we took a few hundred years to mature
our libraries (from Roman to Greek?) to
the progressive place where the Alexandrian
Library began. Nevertheless, we continue her
dream to be learning centers, dedicated not
just to the preservation of knowledge, but its
creation. We want attractive facilities, roaming
space for the ‘peripatetics’ of our day, and
interaction among groups. We desire to host
that multi-disciplinary collection. We hope to
be the haunt of authors and researchers and
to sponsor lecturers. We attempt impressive
outreach strategies.

Certainly the fundamental difference between
the Alexandrian librarians and Christian
college librarians would be our Christian
world view. Like the scholars and librarians of
ancient Alexandria, we believe the quest for
learning and knowledge is both sacred activity
and rigorous intellectual challenge. However,
we call, not upon the muses for inspiration
and creativity, but upon the God of the Bible.
We believe that Biblical theology is the queen
of sciences, and it represents those initial
lenses through which the rest of knowledge
is viewed, interpreted, and truly understood.
Perhaps as Christian academic librarians our
challenge is to match the intellectual fervor
and zeal of the Alexandrians, who provide a
vivid and impressive illustration of what the
apostle Paul wrote concerning the Greeks: that
they “seek after wisdom” (1 Cor. 1:22).
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